
Specifications

The collection includes NCS Similarity Masks

and an NCS Colour Mask. NCS Similarity Mask

is a complement to NCS Atlas which is a

complete overview of the NCS System. NCS

Similarity Mask contains six pages, split in black

or white, with viewing holes in the size of the

colour samples in NCS Atlas. The viewing holes

are ordered diagonally or vertically to isolate the

colour combinations according to preferred

nuance; whiteness, blackness or chromaticness

in the NCS Triangle. NCS Colour Mask is folded

as a leaflet and has pages in three colours from

the greyscale to create a useful tool regardless of

the colour that the user is working with. The

colours are: white, grey and black and the pages

have two different-sized viewing holes depending

to suit the size of the colour sample.

Content (*)

- Similarity Masks (6); to create colour

combinations

- Colour Mask (1); for improved colour

assessment and selection

- Language: English

- Layout: Contains six pages, split in black or

white, with viewing holes in the size of the

colour samples in NCS Atlas; The viewing holes

are ordered diagonally or vertically to isolate the

preferred nuance; whiteness, blackness or

chromaticness in the NCS Triangle.

* Number of products

Size and Weight

- Product Size: 250x145 mm

- Product Weight: 0.1 kg

Package

Shipping: Cardboard outer carton

NCS COLOUR DESIGN

MASKS

A collection of masking tools to help separate and isolate a

selected colour or colour combination against a neutral

background.

NCS Similarity Mask and NCS Colour Mask help to improve colour assessment

and selection. Placing them over colour samples isolates it from the background

so that you can view it with a neutral background. NCS Similarity Mask is a

colour combination tool to find matching colours in NCS Atlas. NCS Colour

Mask may be used on any material sample.
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